of the circle is examined, in the case where the nonwandering set of /is finite and hyperbolic. It is shown that there is a natural number n{f) such that the period of any periodic point of f is n(f) times a power of 2.
1. Introduction. It is well known (see [4] ) that for a Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism / of the circle S with 0(/) finite, the following are true:
A. 0(/) consists of periodic points.
B. The expanding and contracting periodic points alternate. We let EndiS ) denote the space of C maps of S into itself. A periodic point x of period n is said to be contracting if \Df"{x)\ < We now define MS(S ) to be the set of / e End(S ) such that fl(/) is finite, and:
(1) / is Kupka-Smale.
(2) No singularity of / is eventually periodic.
For / £ MS(S ) we let 0 (/) (respectively fl (/)) denote the set of contracting (respectively expanding) periodic points of /.
We will prove the following: 2. Proof of Theorem A. Let / £ End(S ), and let x be an expanding periodic point of period n. We let W"(x) denote the local unstable manifold of x, which is simply an open interval about x on which \Df \ > 1, such that f"(W^(x))A Wut(x). We set Wu(x)= orbOV"(x)), where otb{A) is defined for any set A by otb(A) = U" >0f"(A).
We will use the following remark in the proof of Proposition We put an order < on / by identifying / with a subinterval of the real such that e . is a limit point of the sequence {k~m). Define a map T: Theorem C now follows from Propositions 8 and 9 and Theorem B.
